Introduction
Due to the lack of an intrinsic magnetic field at Mars, the Martian upper atmosphere directly overlaps with the incident solar wind. The solar wind interaction with unmagnetized bodies like Mars and Venus has been a topic of interest for decades [Spreiter et al., 1970; Michel, 1971a Michel, , 1971b Luhmann, 1986; Zakharov, 1992; Acuña et al., 1999; Lundin, 2011] . Once neutrals in the Martian corona are ionized by solar UV radiation or charge exchange with the solar wind, the newborn ions are subject to the electromagnetic field of the solar wind. They are accelerated by the convection electric field of the solar wind and are consequently embedded into the solar wind (so called "ion pickup") [e.g., Coates and Jones, 2009] . The ion pickup around Mars has long been studied both in theory and observations [Cloutier et al., 1974; Luhmann and Schwingenschuh, 1990; Barabash et al., 1991; Cravens et al., 2002; Dubinin et al., 2006; Rahmati et al., 2015] .
Mass loading by ion pickup slows down the solar wind from supersonic to subsonic speeds, forming a bow shock. Below the bow shock, the shocked solar wind interacts with the conductive ionosphere. The induced currents in the ionosphere prevent the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) from diffusing inward, causing the IMF to pile up and drape around the obstacle. As a result, an induced magnetosphere is formed [Luhmann et al., 2004] . On the dayside of the induced magnetosphere, there is a magnetic barrier where the magnetic field strength is strong (typically a few tens of nanoteslas) due to the pileup of IMF. It is known that the solar wind conditions control the induced magnetosphere boundary (IMB) and the magnetic barrier [Brain et al., 2005; Dubinin et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009] . On the nightside, a magnetotail is formed by the draped IMF. Many spacecraft have observed planetary ions escaping Mars in the magnetotail [Dubinin et al., 1993; Barabash et al., 2007; Dong et al., 2015; Brain et al., 2015] .
Ion pickup is one of the important ion escape processes at Mars. In collision-free plasma, the pickup ions exhibit cycloid motions (E × B drift). Due to their large gyroradii, they escape Mars by forming a plume-like structure in the direction of the convection electric field [Fang et pickup ions escape Mars, the other ions precipitate toward the planet due to their large gyroradii [Fang et al., 2010; Leblanc et al., 2015] . Diéval et al. [2012] showed that pickup protons precipitate below the IMB on the dayside. Hara et al. [2011] showed that O + pickup ions precipitate toward Mars. It is known that the precipitating O + ions are a source of ion sputtering in the upper atmosphere of Mars [Luhmann and Kozyra, 1991; Wang et al., 2014] . According to numerical studies, ion sputtering may have caused significant atmospheric escape from Mars over Martian atmospheric history Fang et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2015] .
Detailed examination of ion velocity distribution functions (VDFs) measured by plasma spectrometers provides valuable information about ion generation and ion acceleration mechanisms. For example, pickup ions show a characteristic ion VDF. In the velocity space, the pickup ions moving with the E × B drift exhibit a ring distribution perpendicular to the magnetic field. The ring distribution has been observed at Mars before [Dubinin et al., 2006; Hara et al., 2013] . Dubinin et al. [2006] analyzed ion VDFs measured by the Ion Mass Analyzer (IMA) on Mars Express (MEX) and observed a proton ring distribution with the maximum energy of~7 keV in the solar wind near the Martian bow shock. Note that they inferred the IMF direction based on the observed ring distribution, since MEX does not have a magnetometer. The ring distribution was explained to correspond to proton pickup ions originating in the far extended neutral hydrogen corona above the bow shock (BS). They also found another more energetic proton population (≥10 keV), which was interpreted as some pickup protons are reflected from the bow shock. Namely, incident pickup protons are accelerated by the electrostatic potential caused by the difference between the gyroradii of protons and electrons at the shock surface (crossshock potential).
Hara et al.
[2013] estimated the IMF direction from the proton ring distribution observed outside the bow shock. Using the IMF direction, they studied locations of O + ion precipitation events with respect to the solar wind convection electric field. They found that the precipitating events preferably occurred in the ÀE hemisphere where the convection electric field points to Mars, in reasonable agreement with previous numerical predictions [e.g., Fang et al., 2013] . Based on the energy of the precipitating O + ions (up to a few keV), they suggested that the O + ions came from the magnetosheath rather than the upstream solar wind.
Recently, Yamauchi et al. [2015] reported energetic (>1 keV) O + ions in the solar wind near the Martian bow shock in their analysis of MEX data. It was found that the particle energy increased with the distance away from the bow shock with a narrow flow direction, indicating that the ions moved along the IMF and produced the O + ion foreshock. Although the acceleration mechanism of the O + ions remains unknown, they suggested that the O + ions are either accelerated inside the magnetosheath or reflected by the bow shock.
According to the characteristic ion VDFs observed around Mars, several ion generation and acceleration mechanisms have been suggested. However, it is difficult to investigate the detailed ion VDFs to associate them with generation and acceleration mechanisms because of the lack of a magnetometer on MEX. 
Instrumentations
In this study, we use data obtained from the Suprathermal and Thermal Ion Composition (STATIC) , the Solar Wind Ion Analyzer (SWIA) [Halekas et al., 2013] , and the magnetometer (MAG) instruments on board MAVEN. STATIC is an electrostatic ion analyzer with a timeof-flight velocity analyzer. It measures ion velocity distribution functions of different mass species. The energy range of STATIC is 0.1 eV-30 keV and the field of view is 360°× 90°. STATIC has different data products depending on observation modes and data compression types. For analyzing ion VDFs, we used the "d0" product that has 16 azimuth bins, 4 elevation bins, and 8 mass bins with the time resolution of 128 s. In this study, we only consider mass range between 12 and 20 and assume that the ions are O + ions. SWIA provides proton velocity vectors. We use the "coarse archive" product, and its time resolution is 8 s or 32 s depending on data compression types. MAG provides a magnetic field vector with the time resolution of 1 s. Figure 1 shows the time series of the ion and magnetic field observation on 26 January 2015. We call this observation period Event 1. From top to bottom, each panel shows the ion energy for (a) all mass and for (b) 12 amu ≤ mass ≤ 20 amu, (c) the ion mass observed by STATIC, (d) the ion energy and (e) ion velocity observed by SWIA, (f) the magnetic field observed by MAG, and the (g) altitude and (h) solar zenith angle of MAVEN. In this time sequence, MAVEN passed from the solar wind into the ionosphere, crossing the bow shock (BS) as indicated by the red dashed line, the magnetosheath, and the induced magnetosphere boundary (IMB) as indicated by a blue dashed line. As seen in Figure 1h , MAVEN flies over a high solar zenith angle (>50°) region. The solar wind velocity is~350 km/s, and the IMF strength is~7 nT.
Observations
Figures 2a-2c show locations where a characteristic O + VDF is observed as indicated by magenta boxes 1-3 in Figure 1 . In Figure 2a , we use the cylindrical (CYL) projection of the Mars-Solar-Orbital (MSO) coordinate system where the x axis points to the Sun, the z axis is parallel to the northern hemispheric normal of the Mars orbital plane, and the y axis completes the right-hand system. In Figures 2b and 2c we use the Mars-Local-Electric (MLE) coordinate system where the x axis points to the Sun, the z axis points to the perpendicular component of the
V L is the local proton velocity vector and B L is the local magnetic spond to contours of 100 eV, 1 keV, and 10 keV, respectively. The red dashed circle corresponds to the ideal ring distribution calculated by local proton bulk velocity perpendicular to the local magnetic field. The yellow dashed circle corresponds to a ring distribution with an initial velocity. White part of the VDF is out of the field-of-view or out of the energy range of STATIC. ) as indicated by the yellow arrow. The energetic O + ion beams move nearly along the local convection electric field.
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In the outer magnetosheath after the crossing of the bow shock the magnetic field becomes strong (>20 nT) and fluctuating. During the time corresponding to the magenta box 2 (~06:46 UT), we can see three characteristic ion populations in the VDF (Figure 2e ). The first one has a large phase space density (~10 À12 s 3 m
À6
) and is distributed in the region of velocity space between the E L direction and the V Lperp direction. The second one is energetic Marsward O + ions (several keV) with a low phase space density (~10 À14 s 3 m
). The third one is the quasi-sunward O + ions with similar energy and phase space densities to the second population.
In the inner magnetosheath corresponding to the magenta box 3 (~06:52 UT), the magnetic field is still strong (22 nT) and we can see two ion populations in Figure 2f . One is similar as the first population seen in Figure 2e . The other is more energetic (several to~10 keV) ions with low phase space densities (~10 À14 s 3 m
) on a ring distribution corresponding to the pickup ions with an initial velocity as indicated by the dashed yellow circle. This ring distribution is not a full ring but a partial ring. This partial ring distribution has negative velocity components in the V Lperp direction. Figures 6a-6c , MAVEN traverses from the solar wind into the induced magnetosphere over a high solar zenith angle (>50°) region in the hemisphere where the local convection electric field points to the planet (ÀE hemisphere). In this time period, the solar wind velocity is~300 km/s and the IMF strength is~7 nT. Figure 6d shows the O + VDF exhibiting two ion populations observed in the solar wind (~03:04 UT; magenta box 1 in Figure 5 ). One is energetic ions (a few keV) on the initial phase of the ring distribution for newborn pickup ions (red dashed circle), and the other is the energetic (~10 keV) and low phase space density (~10 À14 s 3 m À6 ) O + ion beams moving nearly in the opposite direction of the convection electric field. In the outer magnetosheath (~03:19 UT; magenta box 2 in Figure 5 ), the magnetic field strength increases (18 nT) and we still see two ion populations (Figure 6e ) similar to those seen in the solar wind. One is similar to the first population seen in the solar wind. The other is more energetic (several to 30 keV) and low phase density (~10 À14 s 3 m À6 )
anti-Marsward O + ion. In the inner magnetosheath (~03:27 UT; magenta box 3 in Figure 5 ), there are two and the magnetosheath as indicated by the magenta boxes 1-3 in the time series. In the solar wind (~04:57 UT), we see quasi-sunward beams as well as newborn pickup ions on the ring distribution in Figure 8d . The IMF strength is 4.9 nT in this time. In the magnetosheath, the magnetic field strength increases and fluctuates. In the outer magnetosheath (~04:42 UT), the magnetic field strength is 17 nT and moves along the local convection electric field with energy of 1-10 keV, which is similar as the population seen in Event 1 (Figure 2e ), Event 2 (Figure 4e ), and Event 3 (Figure 6e ). The second population is the energetic (~30 keV) but low phase space density (~10 À14 s 3 m À6 ) quasi-Marsward precipitating O + ions, and the third population consists of energetic (~20 keV) and low phase space density (~10 À14 s 3 m À6 ) quasi-sunward O + ions. In the inner magnetosheath (~04:34 UT), the magnetic field strength becomes stronger (24 nT). In this region, we can see a characteristic hook-shaped velocity distribution in Figure 8f . This feature is composed of two ion populations in phase space. The first population has high phase space density (~10 À12 s 3 m À6 ) and is nearly aligned with the local convection electric field, which is almost inside the first half of the upstream ring distribution indicated by the orange circle in Figure 8f . Note that we assume that the upstream solar wind conditions are steady from the time they were directly sampled until the time of the sheath observations; thus, the upstream ring distribution is the same as the one in Figure 8d . The second population is on the shank of the hook-shaped distribution where the phase space density is relatively low (~10 À14 -10 À13 s 3 m À6 ). This population corresponds to the energetic (>10 keV) but low phase space density (~10 À14 s 3 m À6 ) partial ring distribution on the dashed yellow circle. At this time, the partial ring distribution has positive velocity components in the V Lperp direction. In the magnetosheath, we found several characteristic ion populations. The first population is composed of high phase space density O + ions moving nearly along the local convection electric field (see Figures 2e, 2f , 4e, 6e, 6f, and 8e) or moving tailward (see Figure 4f) . The second population is low phase space density precipitating O + ion beams (see Figures 2e, 4e , and 8e). The third population obviously has a similar energy and phase space density to the second one but directs quasi-sunward (see Figures 2e, 6e , and 8e). Since the first population has a higher phase space density and smaller energy than those of the second and the third populations, the We suggest that this population may escape Mars through the plume or the tail escape channel in the +E hemisphere as shown in Dong et al. [2015] but precipitate into the Martian ionosphere in the ÀE hemisphere as shown in Hara et al. [2013] . On the other hand, the second and the third O + populations likely come from the upstream solar wind because these populations have low phase space densities and high energy (~10 keV). In addition, we found a low phase space density characteristic partial ring distribution in the inner magnetosheath. The partial ring distribution corresponds to O + pickup ions with an initial velocity. This means that these O + ions are not newborn pickup ions. The partial ring also means that the pickup ions have limited velocity phase of the E × B drift, indicating that pickup ions partially gyrate. This suggests that the partial ring distribution is generated by a reflection of precipitating O + ions below the bow shock (i.e., the magnetosheath and/or the induced magnetosphere).
Thus, the third population seen in the outer magnetosheath (low phase density quasi-sunward O + beams in
Figures 2e, 6e, and 8e) is a reflected part of the O + ions. In the +E hemisphere, the partial ring distribution is separated from the high phase space density ion population that escapes Mars because it forms in the negative side of V Lperp direction (see Figures 2f and 4f ). In the ÀE hemisphere, the partial ring distribution is not always separated from the high phase space density ion population that precipitates into Mars because it forms in the positive side of V Lperp direction (see Figures 6f and 8f) . In Event 4, the high phase space density ion population is mixed with the partial ring, forming the hook-shaped distribution (see Figure 8f ). In the solar wind, newborn pickup ions form a ring distribution without an initial velocity (Figure 9a ). The pickup ions forming the ring distribution are observed in all events even though some phases of the ring are missing due to the field of view of STATIC (see Figures 2d, 4d , 6d, and 8d). When the pickup O + ions precipitate into the magnetosheath in the +E hemisphere, the velocity of the precipitating O + ions is projected on a certain point in the velocity space in the plasma frame of the magnetosheath (see the blue solid circle in Figure 9b ). We observed such precipitating O + ions as seen in Figures 2e and 4e . Note that the convection electric field direction is different from that in the solar wind due to the difference of the proton flow direction between the two regions. Then the injected O + ions are subject to fields in the magnetosheath and thus start to gyrate around the guiding center of the plasma frame in the magnetosheath, producing a partial ring distribution in the negative quadrants of V Lperp (the blue curve in Figure 9b ). This corresponds to the partial ring distribution seen in Figures 2f and 4f . Consequently, in the +E hemisphere, the injected O + ions are reflected back to the solar wind and become the O + ion beams in the solar wind (the blue solid circle in Figure 9c ). Near the subsolar region, the beam is directed nearly sunward as seen in Event 2 (Figure 4d ). At high solar zenith angle, the beam direction is nearly the same direction as the convection electric field as seen in Event 1 (Figure 2d ).
In the ÀE hemisphere, local O + pickup ions in the magnetosheath preferably precipitate toward Mars. From the solar wind, O + pickup ions also preferably precipitate into Mars when they have a velocity phase in the first half of the ring distribution in the solar wind (the first quadrant in Figure 9a ). When these O + pickup ions precipitate into the magnetosheath in the ÀE hemisphere, the O + ions are accelerated Marsward as they gyrate because of the local convection electric field pointing Marsward in the magnetosheath in the ÀE hemisphere. The O + ions start to gyrate under the electromagnetic field in the magnetosheath after being injected into the magnetosheath, but it is difficult for them to reflect back to the solar wind. In velocity space, these ions will stay on the green curves in Figure 9d . Imagine the green curves starting from different points on the upstream ring, and they will continuously form different partial ring distributions (green curves on the yellow dashed circles in Figure 8f ). Note that local O + pickup ions near the initial phase of the local ring distribution are mixed in this ion population (the innermost green curve on the red dashed circle in Figure 9d ). These velocity distributions are consistent with the high phase space density ions inside the first half of the upstream ring distribution in Figure 8f . On the other hand, O + pickup ions with a velocity phase in the second half of the ring distribution in the solar wind experience the reflection in the magnetosheath. When such O + ions precipitate into the magnetosheath, the velocity of the precipitating O + ions is on a certain point in the velocity space in the plasma frame of the magnetosheath in the ÀE hemisphere (a blue point in Figure 9d ). We observed such precipitating O + ions as seen in Figure 6e . Note that the direction of the convection electric field in the magnetosheath is different from that in the solar wind. Similar to those in the +E hemisphere, the precipitating O + ions start to gyrate around the guiding center of the plasma frame in the magnetosheath. In the ÀE hemisphere, this produces a partial ring distribution in the positive quadrants of V Lperp indicated by the blue curve in Figure 9d . This corresponds to the partial ring distribution in Figures 6f and 8f . As a result, the precipitating O + ions are reflected back to the solar wind and become the O + ion beams in the solar wind (the blue solid circle in Figure 9e ). Near the subsolar region, the beam direction is nearly sunward as seen in Event 4 (Figure 8d ). At high solar zenith angle, the beam direction is nearly opposite from the direction of the convection electric field as seen in Event 3 (Figure 6d ). However, we can assume that collisions are rare above the exobase of Mars (~200 km altitude) [Yagi et al., 2012] . Thus, even if collisions in the magnetosheath are a main source of the O + ion beam in the solar wind, the resultant beam flux must be much smaller than that of the precipitating ions. Our observations instead show that precipitating O + ions and O + beams have similar phase space density. Thus, it is difficult to produce the O + ion beams by collisions.
A third mechanism to be considered is charge exchange between the energetic precipitating O + ions and exospheric neutrals [Chen et al., 2001] followed by reionization of the energetic neutral atoms either by photoionization or electron impact ionization by the hot postshock electrons [Crider et al., 2000] . This may also allow the precipitating O + ion to gyrate back to the solar wind. Extrapolating neutral density profiles in Ma et al. [2004] out to the bow shock altitude on the dayside (~2000 km), we obtain neutral density (N) ions are a source of the ion sputtering escape, which could result in a significant atmospheric loss at Mars Fang et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2015] , it is important to estimate how much of precipitating O + ions can be reflected back to the solar wind. A statistical study will be needed to calculate the reflection ratio in a future study.
Proton reflection at the Martian bow shock was previously reported. Dubinin et al. [2006] found energetic protons (≥10 keV) reflected from the bow shock. In their case, precipitating pickup protons are reflected by the cross-shock potential. On the other hand, due to their large energy precipitating O + ions can penetrate the electrostatic potential in the outer shock, which is caused by charge separation. The precipitating O + ions are then rather reflected by the strong magnetic and the convection electric field in the magnetosheath. Thus, the reflection mechanism is different between the two cases although both result in a beam distribution in the solar wind. mechanism we suggest is not controlled by the electrostatic potential on the shock surface but the local convection electromagnetic field inside the magnetosheath. In addition, since the foreshock-like O + ions in Yamauchi et al. [2015] had an antisunward velocity component and are relatively less energetic than the O + beams in our study, it is possible that the foreshock-like O + ions were a part of the "plume" ions accelerated by the local convection electric field inside the magnetosheath and getting out from the magnetosheath to the solar wind.
When we observed the O + reflection (the partial ring distribution) in the magnetosheath, the local magnetic field was strong (≥18 nT). The strong magnetic field is often observed on the dayside, where the magnetic barrier exists, and its formation is controlled by the solar wind dynamic pressure, and IMF strength and direction [Brain et al., 2005; Dubinin et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009] . Thus, the O + reflections should be controlled by the solar wind conditions. To confirm this, we plan to statistically study the O + reflection in different solar wind conditions. We also plan to examine the O + reflection and make data-model comparison to enhance our understanding of the detail of the physical process by taking advantage of Fang et al. [2008] model. In addition, Mars has a crustal magnetic field that is strongest in the southern hemisphere [Acuña et al., 1999] . The crustal magnetic field strength reaches several hundreds of nanoteslas at~400 km altitude. It is possible that these fields change the reflection conditions, since a strong magnetic field reduces the ion gyroradii. For example, Events 1 and 3, in which the O + ion beams were observed at high solar zenith angle, occurred in the southern hemisphere. Although MAVEN did not measure a strong magnetic field in these events, it is possible that the reflection is locally different when O + ions precipitate to the region near the crustal magnetic field. Thus, we also need to study the effect of the crustal magnetic field on the reflection of precipitating O + ions in a future study.
Conclusion
In 
